
DC 24V Brushless Motor 

Worm gear reduce make it low noise;

Advanced PWM Pulse width control mode providing reliable

strong driving force and protect the stable operation of 

the product;Full enclosed structure ensure long service life.

Intelligent 32 bit microprocessor,

            Pass more safty.

32 bit microprocessor in electric board make

the door sliding reversely when touch obstacles;

Opening&closing parameters can be intelligently

ajusted by control panel without extra programmer;

Various connectors can connect with differentVarious connectors can connect with different

optional access control accessory.

Bigger hanger roller,lower operation voice

Bigger diameter hanger roller after improved is stronger and moving faster than smaller roller;

Small friction for the bigger diameter,the operation voice is lower.

The roller is made of polyurethane,it is light and durable.

Only entering the passcode or swiping card on the 

optional  access keypad,people can be entered.

Autodoor can reach the functions of automatic/exit 

only/partial open/locked and open by the optional five 

key selector.

Various optional accessories such as foot sensor,touch

sensor,push button etc.can be equipped.sensor,push button etc.can be equipped.
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Roller diameter is only 37mm before improved

Functions of Safty beam and microwave sensor

         are perfectly combined.

The optional active rader&infrared safety sensor is combined the   function of safety beam and microwave sensor

If install it, no need safety beam and microwave sensor.More intelligent and convenient ,only  need one wire 

connection, no need more for safety beam and microwave sensor.

    Complete perfect access control system

Active radar&infrared safety sensor 

The hydraulic rod connect cover and rail make opener maintainance & installation easier. 

Made of thermal-break aluminium alloy, it possess better thermal insulation performance, leakproofness

than normal aluminium alloy.

The black oblong plastic end panel make the openers look more beautiful, it well match up  with the wood, 

glass door, framed or frameless door.

The hydraulic and between cover and rail make 

maintenance&installation easier.
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Our standard size for the cover and transmisson rail is 2*210cm,it is just  like the picture one double leaf door
shows.If door size is beyond it ,Or if it is single leaf door,please contact us to choose the correct size for you.

HOW TO CHOOSE THE CORRECT SIZE FOR YOUR DOOR?
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Hydraulic rod Beautiful oblong plastic end panel
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICAITON


